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Chromatin remodelling complexes facilitate access to nuclear DNA by altering the chromatin landscape, which is packaged into a repeating unit known as the nucleosome. Structures of the nucleosome first began to populate the Protein Data Bank in 1997 \[[@bib0005]\] and revealed how 145--147 base pairs (bp) of DNA wrap around the core histone octamer. This wrap can be divided into waypoints at superhelical locations across the surface of the histone octamer, which are mirrored on opposing faces. Of these waypoints, superhelical location 2 (SHL2), which is two DNA turns removed from the nucleosomal dyad, and SHL6, which is nearer the nucleosomal entry/exit site, are more readily distorted through protein:DNA interactions, making them the canonical sites for remodeller binding \[[@bib0010]\].

All remodelling enzymes, whether single or multi-subunit, utilise a superfamily II translocase motor \[[@bib0015]\] to mobilise nucleosomal DNA via ATP hydrolysis. This motor is the centrepiece of all remodellers and loss of its enzymatic activity results in a loss of remodelling *in vivo* and *in vitro*. High resolution cryo-electron microscopy (cryoEM) structures have been determined for members in each of the four remodelling families \[[@bib0020]\] in complex with a mononucleosome (Snf2 \[[@bib0025],[@bib0030]\], ISWI \[[@bib0035],[@bib0040]\], Chd1 \[[@bib0045],[@bib0050]\], Chd4 \[[@bib0055]\], INO80 \[[@bib0060],[@bib0065]\], SWR1 \[[@bib0070]\], RSC \[[@bib0075], [@bib0080], [@bib0085]\] and SWI/SNF \[[@bib0090]\]), providing insight into how their motors interact with their substrate. Beyond the highly conserved motor, however, each remodeller carries unique accessory domains and variable subunit compositions that differentiate remodelling mechanisms from one another.

This is particularly evident in the INO80 family ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). These large, multi-subunit complexes have crucial roles in double-strand break repair \[[@bib0095]\] and were first characterised in the early 2000s \[[@bib0100], [@bib0105], [@bib0110]\]. While the activity of other remodeller families appears to be limited to nucleosome sliding, members of the INO80 family perform additional functions with different outcomes on chromatin structure ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). Consequently, whether these enzymes utilise a similar mechanism for remodelling or exhibit adaptations in line with these differences is currently unknown, but structural and biochemical studies have begun to address this question.Table 1Subunit composition of INO80 family chromatin remodelling complexesTable 1ComplexINO80INO80SRCAPSWR1TIP60NuA4Organism*HumanYeastHumanYeastHumanYeast*Cellular roleDNA repair and TranscriptionDNA repair and TranscriptionDNA repairDNA repair and TranscriptionDNA repairDNA repairBiochemical activityNucleosome slidingHistone exchangeHistone acetylationHistone acetylationHistone exchangeHistone exchange*Function*Subunits*Motor*Ino80Ino80SRCAPSwr1TRRAPTra1*Scaffolding*RuvBL1Rvb1RuvBL1Rvb1RuvBL1Eaf1RuvBL2Rvb2RuvBL2Rvb2RuvBL2Epl1Epc1*Regulation*Ino80B (Ies2)Ies2Tip60Esa1*Coupling*Actr5 (Arp5)Arp5Actr6 (Arp6)Arp6Actl6a (Arp4)Arp4Ino80C (Ies6)Ies6YL1Swc6ActinActinActl6a (Arp4)Arp4DMAP1Swc2Actr8 (Arp8)Arp8Gas42Swc5ActinActinCfdp1 (Swc5)Arp4Actl6a (Arp4)ActinActin*Undefined*AmidaIes1Yaf9Eaf6Eaf6Ino80D & EIes3Bdf1Gas41Yaf9MCRS1Ies4Swc3ING3Yng2NFRKBIes5Swc4Mrg15Eaf7UCH37Nhp10Swc7MrgBPEaf3YY1Taf14MrgXEaf5Eaf2Swc4Brd8YL-1 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Structural similarities between INO80 and SWR1 {#sec0005}
==============================================

INO80 family complexes share common core architectural features including several subunits of overlapping function ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). A prominent unique and ubiquitous feature of INO80 family members is the hexameric ring of RuvB-like proteins (RuvBL1/2 or pontin/reptin in humans, Rvb1/2 in yeast) ([Figure 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}a). Even though ATPase activity of these AAA+ proteins is not required for remodelling by INO80 \[[@bib0060]\] or SWR1 \[[@bib0070]\], the hexameric structure acts as a linchpin for the motor subunit by enveloping a polypeptide insertion that extends from the second motor domain ([Figure 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}). Although the insertion is an INO80 family specific structural element, there is only ∼15% sequence identity (22% similarity) in this region between yeast INO80 and SWR1 ([Figure 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}b), and only 20% identity between human and yeast INO80. In turn, there are no obvious recurring sequence motifs that might drive the formation of the 'spoked wheel' architecture \[[@bib0115]\]. By contrast, the flanking motor domain has significant sequence identity (about 50%) and structural overlap (RMSD 1.9 Å). The differences within the insert region impose a necessary asymmetry on the AAA+ ring, which enforces subunit interactions that are unique to each complex \[[@bib0115]\]. For example, the asymmetry results in the association of only one Arp5 in INO80, despite there being two otherwise identical sites on the other RuvBL2/Rvb2 protomers. Therefore, the simplest description of the role of the hexameric ring is as an architectural scaffold upon which other subunits are assembled.Figure 1A. Top view of yeast and human INO80, and yeast SWR1 core components. All motor subunits (green) of INO80 family members contain a large polypeptide insertion (blue) that is encapsulated by a heterohexamer of RuvBL1 and RuvBL2 subunits (Rvb1 and Rvb2 in yeast) (grey). This asymmetry facilitates the incorporation of some complex-specific subunits (red). B. Sequence alignment of yeast Swr1 and Ino80 motor domain insertion. The motor domain (flanking region, highlighted green) is highly conserved in all INO80 family members, but the interspersed insertion is highly variable. Red denotes sequence identity, yellow sequence similarity. Secondary structure of Swr1 and Ino80 are respectively shown above and below the alignment.Figure 1

All members of the INO80 family also contain actin in combination with [a]{.ul}ctin-[r]{.ul}elated [p]{.ul}roteins (Arps) ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). Two Arps (Arp7 and Arp9) are also found in yeast RSC \[[@bib0120]\] and SWI--SNF complexes \[[@bib0125]\]. Early studies showed that Arps are essential to remodelling by INO80 family enzymes \[[@bib0130]\] and are involved in histone recognition, with distinct preferences for certain histone types. Arp4, for example, interacts with unmodified \[[@bib0135]\] and phosphorylated H2A (γ-H2AX in humans) \[[@bib0140]\]. Arp8, in contrast, has a preference for H3/H4 tetramers \[[@bib0130],[@bib0145],[@bib0150]\], and Arp5 interacts with H2A:H2B histone dimers \[[@bib0060],[@bib0155]\].

To accommodate some of these Arps, all Arp-containing remodellers have a helical region known as the HSA ([h]{.ul}elicase-[S]{.ul}ANT-[a]{.ul}ssociated) domain, which precedes the motor domain ([Figure 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}a). Structures of the HSA regions of a number of systems have been determined including INO80 bound to Arp4, Arp8 and actin ([Figure 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}a) \[[@bib0160]\], RSC with Arp7 and Arp9 \[[@bib0165],[@bib0170]\] and SWR1 complexed with Arp4 and actin \[[@bib0175]\]. These structures reveal that the HSA domain adopts an extended α-helical conformation with the actin/Arps sitting astride this in a staggered configuration via interactions with a hydrophobic groove at the base of the actin fold. In addition, the HSA domain has DNA-binding activity in both RSC \[[@bib0180]\] and INO80 \[[@bib0160],[@bib0185]\].Figure 2A. Cartoon representation of the INO80 HSA domain (grey) bound by Arp4 (red), actin (yellow) and Arp8 (light blue). The HSA domain forms an extended alpha-helical structure which accommodates Actin and Actin-related subunits in all INO80 family remodellers. B. Proposed location of the HSA-containing module relative to the motor and Rvb1/2 heterohexamer in Ino80. Based on biochemical work and 2D analysis of electron microscopy data, the HSA module is thought to reside on linker DNA projecting from the nucleosomal entry site. In this way it acts as a sensor of extranucleosomal DNA and can, presumably, regulate the function of the motor. For SWR1, the location of this module relative to the motor is still unclear.Figure 2

Despite the contribution of actin and Arps to chromatin remodelling, a feature missing in all high resolution INO80 family remodeller cryoEM structures is the Arp-HSA module \[[@bib0060],[@bib0065],[@bib0070]\]. Evidence suggests that this module resides on nucleosomal linker DNA in these structures \[[@bib0065],[@bib0160]\] ([Figure 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}b), but it is unclear whether this is its only location. Low resolution structures of INO80 in the absence of a nucleosome \[[@bib0115],[@bib0190]\] show this module is tucked under the RuvBL1/2 ring and motor domain, implying that a dramatic conformational change occurs upon binding the substrate.

Mechanisms of translocation and coupling to chromatin remodelling {#sec0010}
=================================================================

Recent structures have begun to determine how translocation is coupled to the nucleotide-binding and hydrolysis cycle of the main motor subunit of all remodellers \[[@bib0030],[@bib0040]\], which share significant structural and sequence similarity even between families. This occurs in a 3' to 5' direction \[[@bib0195]\] via a cycle of discrete steps \[[@bib0200]\] on the so called 'tracking strand'. Binding of the motor creates a single base bulge in the direction of translocation. Nucleotide binding induces movement of a base on the opposing strand (the 'guide strand'), thereby resetting the geometry of base pairing. Following hydrolysis and release of the nucleotide, the cycle repeats and produces a shuffle-like movement along the nucleosomal wrap.

This series of movements is self-contained, but can only result in productive movement of DNA relative to the histone core if the remodeller is physically tethered to one or multiple histones during translocation. Evidence from the structures of nucleosome-bound INO80 \[[@bib0060],[@bib0065]\] and SWR1 \[[@bib0070]\] suggests that Arp5:Ies6 and Arp6:Swc6, respectively, are in a prime position to fulfil this role. Support for this comes from recent biochemical interrogations of Arp5 and Ies6, which revealed a role for coupling the motor ATPase to productive nucleosome sliding \[[@bib0205], [@bib0210], [@bib0215]\]. In this way, Arp5 is not just important for recruitment \[[@bib0220],[@bib0225]\] but directly involved in determining the extent of sliding *in vivo*, thereby explaining the dysfunction observed upon deletion of the gene \[[@bib0230], [@bib0235], [@bib0240]\]. In similar fashion, Snf2, the motor of SWI/SNF complexes, uses its SnAC ([Sn]{.ul}f2 [A]{.ul}TP [c]{.ul}oupling) domain to remain tethered to the histone surface \[[@bib0245]\]. Deletion of Arp6 in SWR1 also leads to a loss of multiple subunits and histone exchange activity \[[@bib0250],[@bib0255]\]. These tethers, therefore, support both structure and function of different chromatin remodellers.

Differences in a conserved bidentate interaction with the nucleosome {#sec0015}
====================================================================

Even though INO80 and SWR1 share a common core architecture and features in line with other remodellers, their differences become apparent through their interaction with a nucleosome. Both INO80 \[[@bib0060],[@bib0065]\] and SWR1 \[[@bib0070]\] have a bidentate interaction with the nucleosomal wrap that is likely to be central to the mechanism of INO80 family enzymes ([Figure 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}). One contact is made at SHL6/7, where the entry/exit DNA is peeled away from the histone octamer, and a second occurs at SHL2/3. In both remodellers, this involves the motor and the aforementioned tether ([Figure 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}a). However, the motor--tether arrangement is inverted between INO80 and SWR1: while Ino80 and Arp5:Ies6 are bound at SHL6/7 and SHL3, respectively, the Swr1 motor binds at SHL2 with Arp6:Swc6 at SHL6 ([Figure 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}). The position of Swr1 at SHL2 is more in-line with that observed for nucleosome sliding enzymes such as Chd1 \[[@bib0045]\], ISWI \[[@bib0035],[@bib0040]\] and Snf2h \[[@bib0260],[@bib0265]\], even though its biochemical activity is not nucleosome sliding, but histone exchange. Footprinting studies are consistent with the position of the INO80 and SWR1 motors within their respective structures \[[@bib0270],[@bib0275]\].Figure 3A. (Left) Top view of the nucleosome, showing the locations of SHL2 and SHL6. The nucleosome view is the same in the middle and right panels. (Middle) Bidentate interaction of INO80 with the nucleosome. The motor (green) is bound at SHL6/7 and the tether (Arp5:Ies6, red) at SHL3. (Right) Bidentate interaction of SWR1 with the nucleosome. The motor (green) is bound at SHL2 (+1) and the tether (Arp5:Ies6, red) at SHL6. B. View of yeast INO80 complex down the dyad axis. The motor (green) is positioned at SHL6/7, while Arp5 and Ies6 (red) sit over the histone core and make contacts with SHL3. C. View of yeast SWR1 complex down the dyad axis. The motor (green) is engaged at SHL2 and has rotated by 35-degrees as a consequence of a 1 bp translocation. The Arp6:Swc6 heterodimer resides at SHL6 near the entry site, where the DNA has been peeled away.Figure 3

This opposing arrangement of INO80 and SWR1 on the nucleosome means that they cannot employ the same mechanism for moving DNA across the octamer surface. In both cases ATP-dependent translocation likely occurs between SHL6/7 and SHL2/3, but the position of INO80 means that it would *push* entry side DNA against the Arp5:Ies6 anchor, while SWR1 would *pull* from Arp6:Swc6. As a result, the conformational state of the tether could play a crucial role in regulating DNA movement. Some evidence for this comes from a comparison of the nucleosome-bound human \[[@bib0060]\] and yeast \[[@bib0065]\] INO80 structures. The yeast complex shows a significant contact with the histone core via Arp5, which are absent in the human complex. These differences can be explained by the conditions used for the *in vitro* reconstitution of the nucleosome-bound complex: the human complex was formed in the presence of the non-hydrolysable ATP analogue ADP-beryllium fluoride (ADP-BeF~3~), whereas the yeast complex was not, suggesting that supplementation with ADP-BeF~3~ has favoured a conformation different to the yeast enzyme. Conversely, the SWR1-nucleosome complex shows a definitive engagement with the histone core via Swc6 (which forms a tight interaction with Arp6) in the presence of ADP-BeF~3~. Therefore, while the nucleotide-state of the tether is clearly important, identical states have opposite outcomes in INO80 and SWR1.

SWR1 and INO80 are distinguished further by their oligomeric states for remodelling. SWR1, like several other remodellers, acts as a monomer \[[@bib0255]\], whereas two human INO80 complexes are required for nucleosome sliding \[[@bib0280]\]. This 'functional dimerisation' has also been observed for Snf2h \[[@bib0265],[@bib0285],[@bib0290]\] and forms the basis for the proposed spacing mechanism of human ISWI complexes. For INO80, however, this finding is particularly surprising given the substantial size of a single complex relative to a nucleosome, let alone two complexes. Importantly, this means that neither structure of nucleosome-bound INO80 paints a complete picture of the remodelling mechanism.

The requirement for one or two complexes, as well as the opposing setup on the nucleosome, may ultimately relate to the outcome of chromatin remodelling by INO80 and SWR1. Continuous movement of DNA across the octamer surface is an integral part of nucleosome sliding by INO80 \[[@bib0295]\]. By contrast, SWR1 appears to perform histone exchange via limited translocation (six or seven base pairs) between the entry site and the motor with no net change in nucleosome position \[[@bib0270]\]. Consistent with these observations, a single base pair translocation is observed towards the dyad in the SWR1-nucleosome structure but only as far as the motor bound DNA segment \[[@bib0070]\]. Therefore, the configuration of SWR1 is tightly linked to the region of DNA that wraps around the canonical H2A:H2B or the incoming replacement HTZ:H2B dimer.

Although histone exchange by yeast INO80 has been reported \[[@bib0300],[@bib0305]\], it remains a contentious issue \[[@bib0310],[@bib0315]\]. Nevertheless, recent experiments show that INO80 also exhibits a mode of limited translocation at the H2A:DNA interface in aid of histone exchange \[[@bib0275]\]. High cooperativity of binding *in vitro* implies that INO80 interacts with the nucleosome almost exclusively in pairs \[[@bib0280]\], but a condition may exist that favours a monomeric interaction and regulates a switch from continuous (sliding) to limited translocation (exchange). A significant proportion of ATPase activity is uncoupled from sliding and it may be that this has a role in histone exchange instead. Further work is needed to reveal a role for such a regulatory mechanism for INO80 *in vivo*.

Regulation of INO80 and SWR1 {#sec0020}
============================

Nucleosomes undergo extensive post-translational modifications (PTMs) that can affect recruitment of effector proteins as well as the structure of chromatin itself \[[@bib0320]\]. Both TIP60 (another INO80 family member) and NuA4 complexes ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}), acetylate H4 and H2A.Z/HTZ histones \[[@bib0325]\], in an early stage of DNA repair \[[@bib0330]\]. Acetylation of H4 stimulates the incorporation of HTZ:H2B histone dimers by SWR1 although this appears to be an effect on affinity of binding rather than catalysis *per se* \[[@bib0335]\]. It is noteworthy that this mirrors the activating effects of H4 on nucleosome sliders Chd1 \[[@bib0340]\] and ISWI \[[@bib0035],[@bib0345],[@bib0350]\], which are also positioned at SHL2. However, despite the functional consequences on SWR1 activity, a direct interaction between SWR1 and the H4 N-terminal tail has not been demonstrated.

Histone tails also regulate the ATPase and nucleosome sliding activity of INO80 \[[@bib0355],[@bib0360]\], with H3 tails inhibiting the complex \[[@bib0060]\]. This is consistent with the location of the INO80 motor at SHL6/7 ([Figure 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}b), where the H3 tail trajectory follows the path of linker DNA, which is unpeeled in the nucleosome-bound structure. The H3 N-terminus is itself crucial to the stability of the nucleosomal entry/exit DNA and regulates release of the H2A:H2B dimer near the start of the wrap \[[@bib0365]\]. This suggests that INO80 overcomes the inherent stability conferred by the H3 N-terminal tail in order to loosen the DNA from the H2A:H2B dimer surface and perform its nucleosome sliding activity.

Furthermore, there are self-contained mechanisms of regulation in different remodellers, that act in addition to regulation by PTMs. For example, regions adjacent to the HSA domain are thought to regulate activities of both INO80 and SWR1, as well as RSC: under certain circumstances, a region C-terminal to the HSA (the post-HSA) interacts with the motor to control translocation \[28^••^,[@bib0370]\], while in Swr1 a region adjoining the HSA (referred to as the 'Z-domain' \[[@bib0375]\]) is responsible for binding the variant HTZ:H2B dimer, which in turn stimulates the ATPase activity of the motor \[[@bib0380]\]. As such, the HSA module and its complementary features regulate the motor depending on whether histones or DNA are engaged.

Future perspectives {#sec0025}
===================

Since their discovery, research on INO80 family enzymes over the last two decades has taken significant steps towards understanding the mechanistic basis for their biological functions, even though the role of accessory subunits remains largely unclear. In particular, the disorder of the essential HSA module in all current structures is a limitation that must be overcome to understand the remodelling mechanism in full. Furthermore, in contrast to SWR1 and all nucleosome sliders, the human INO80 complex functions as a dimer \[[@bib0280]\] and the corresponding remodelling mechanism must also account for this observation.

One final note of caution is that these systems operate on chromatin and will never encounter isolated nucleosomes within the cell. This leads to the possibility that the evolution of accessory domains and multi-subunit architectures is in fact linked to higher order functions that cannot be described by studies centred on mono-nucleosome substrates alone. It would be prudent, therefore, to shift focus to poly nucleosome substrates that are more chromatin-like. In doing so, the field may reveal functionality for complexes beyond simple translocation.
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